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Opinion / Commentary

Ontario government failing condo owners
Ontario needs a strong and independent Condo Tribunal, empowered to handle all disputes
between condo owners, boards and developers quickly.

DAVID COOPER /TORONTO STAR

Since 2009, the Condominium Information Centre has received over 2,000 letters, complaining of rigged repair
contracts, unexplained maintenance fee increases, abusive and unresponsive boards, unmaintained common
areas that are falling apart, and on and on.

By:Rosario Marchese Published on Tue Apr 16 2013

For many people, buyrng a condo is the most expensive purchase they will ever make. And many
condo buyers trust that the provincial government will be there to make sure they don't get ripped
offby a bad developer, stuck with an incompetent building manager, or ruled over by a tyrannical
condo board.

But the fact is, it's still a Wild West out there in condoland.

New condo buyers enter a developer's showroom, unaware of the scant protections against false
claims, deceitful contract language, or defects hidden behind a freshly painted wall.

They are not told how property managers are routinely hired by the developers, and have an
incentive to keep quiet about building deficiencies or else lose out on future jobs.

They are not told how a condo board can be stacked with cronies, who then have the power to
make your life miserable if you cause trouble.

Instead of the worry-free lifestyle that is promised, the dream of affordable home ownership can
quicklyturn into a nightmare.
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One visit to the Condominium Information Centre website tells the story. Since zoo9, the CIC has

received over 2,ooo letters, complaining of rigged repair contracts, unexplained maintenance fee

increases, abusive and unresponsive boards, unmaintained common areas that are falling apart,

and on and on.

For five years, I have fought to create a Condo Tribunal to protect condo owners. This tribunal

would hear all these complaints quickly and cheaply, instead of forcing people to fight long and
costly lawsuits in the courts. The tribunal was the centrepiece of my bill to reform the outdated
Condominium Act, which I introduced last May for the fourth time in five years.

Each time before, the government blocked my bill. Each time, the government said the existing

system works perfectlywell. And each time, the government was wrong.

But this time, something had changed. Maybe it was the headlines about crashing glass falling
from more than 3o balconies that year, or the cover story in Toronto Life, documenting the
government's systematic failure to protect condo owners.

Whatever it was, instead of blocking my bill, this time the government launched its own review of
the Condominium Act. My bill died with prorogation, but the review panel's work continued, and
it recently released its first report.

I doubt any condo owner was surprised by what the panel discovered. The report identified a need
for condo board director training, mandatory licensing of property managers and improved
governance procedures. These are all welcome changes I have proposed over the last five years,

and which condo owners have demanded for even longer.

But the report deliberately avoids dealing with the biggest issues.

Does your new condo building have inadequate soundproofing or cracked foundations? Perhaps

the government could someday review the Building Code Act, the report says.

Did your developer promise you hardwood floors with a sunset view, but gave you laminate with a
window facing a brick wall? Well that's the Arbitration Act - nothing to do with us!

Do you suspect that Tarion is brushing offyour complaint against a developer, perhaps because
developers dominate the Tarion board? Well gosh, someone really should review the New Home
Warranties Act one of these days.

"These comments and proposals have been duly noted and shared with officials in the appropriate
ministries," the report dryly offers.

And the tribunal? We'll get back to you.

Condo owners watching their life's savings get flushed down a defective toilet do not know and do
not care which minster is responsible for protecting their rights. They do not want their
complaints to be "duly noted."
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They want action. They want protection. My bill gave them protection. This review process so far
does not.

We cannot keep letting the condo industry and their lawyers write the rule book. We cannot keep
telling condo owners and buyers that they're on their own, and good luck in court.

Ontario needs a strong and independent Condo Tribunal, empowered to handle all disputes

between condo owners, boards, managers and developers quickly and cheaply. Without this, any
reforms of the Condo Act are going to fall short.

Rosario Marchese is the NDPMPP for Trinity -Sp adina.
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